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St. Matthew Passion 
Notes on tonight's.performance 
In Bach's time, the Passion story would have been presented on the 
Friday of Holy Week to a congregation of Lutherans assembled in St. 
Thomas's Church in Leipzig. The double chorus would have been drawn 
from the singers of the two churches Bach served in town, likewise the 
instrumentalists. All would have likely worn choir robes or some other 
ecclesiastical garb. In our own time, St. Matthew is rarely presented in the 
context of a church service and is more often appreciated in concert with 
formal attire, further formalized by a solemnly entering choir, soloists seated 
on stage until their arias, etc. 
In our presentation of the St. Matthew Passion tonight, we create a 
world Bach would not have known. We have set the St. Matthew Passion in 
an industrial, homeless place - imagine East Los Angeles or the south side 
of Chicago. In this setting, street people take on the task of creating the 
passion story in their midst. We don't know their motivation at the outset: 
they are searching. In this "play-within-a play," actual homelessness 
becomes a visible metaphor for spiritual homelessness. When we started 
with this concept, several layers arose at once: historically, outcasts were 
Christ's first followers so starting a search for a spiritual home from the 
fringes of established society had a Biblical resonance. The emotional 
personal meditations of the arias took on new life coming from alienated 
characters: a Vietnam veteran almost shouting "Geduld!" ("Patience!") as 
he views Christ's patience before the state official Pilate through the lens of 
a veteran's trouble with government agencies; the take on" Gebt mir meinem 
Jesum wieder! ("Give me back my Jesus!") becomes much more desperate 
coming from the character of a fallen clergyman; and the meditation on 
Christ's sacrificial blood in "Konnen Tranen meiner Wangen" ("Could the 
tears on my cheeks") takes on a world of meaning when sung by a young 
Goth" cutter." As we explored the texts in light of the emerging characters, 
the search - the need - for a spiritual "home" became 111.ore and more 
pressing. 
In working through the piece in this context, it seemed to allow for both 
the monumentality of the Passion score as well as the "human-ness" of the 
story to come to the fore. The theme of homelessness and desolation, out of 
which will eventually arise a solace and peace, became integral themes in 
the set design, videography, and movement. The company of professional 
dancers and Lehigh Valley townspeople (largely drawn from the generous 
souls of Lehigh University Choral Arts) create stage pictures that morph 
slowly throughout the Passion, inspired by the style of [apanese Bhuto 
meditations. The movement and videography serve at times to illustrate the 
serene beauty of the story, at other times the underlying or overt tensions of 
the drama. 
To this mix of media and newly considered textual interpretations, we 
add the element of period Baroque instruments in this performance. While 
we extrapolate the dramatic layers of the Passion story, we have elected to 
use instruments that preserve the sound quality and pitch level (Baroque 
pitch is lower than contemporary pitch) which Bach would have known. 
In combining this tirnbral fidelity with a wildly adventurous representation 
of the Passion, we hope to serve both Bach's music and honor the imagination 
that creates and constantly renews great masterworks. 
Overview of the St. Matthew Passion 
The St. Matthew Passion is divided into two parts. The opening chorus, 
"Corne Daughters of Zion," is a funeral procession: Christ on his way to the 
crucifixion, carrying his cross ("Behold Hirn- out of love and grace bearing 
his own cross of wood"). Using a dramatic device known as teichoscopy - 
relating off-stage events to a crowd on-stage - the words of Chorus I direct 
us to aid in the lament, looking to the Bridegroom, who, like a lamb, is being 
led innocent away. Chorus II provides anxious questions: "where should 
we look; at what; at whom?" Chorus II serves to draw the listener into the 
drama, to ask the same questions, to direct attention to Christ's story. On 
top of this opening dialogue, Bach overlays the chorale, the voice of the 
Faithful (here heard from the balcony) singing the Lutheran chorale, "O 
Lamm Gottes, unschuldig" ("O Lamb of God, guiltless"). This disembodied 
voice of the chorale is set in the past tense: they already understand the 
story and the meaning of the innocent blood that is to be spilt. 
This grand first chorus serves as a portal into the Passion story. Bach and 
Picander interestingly go on to to tell the story in what we would today call 
"flashback." When the narration begins with the tenor Evangelist, we are 
placed several weeks prior to the processional described in the opening 
chorus, back to Jesus prophesying the events that lead up to his death and 
resurrection. In the first part of the St. Matthew Passion we are taken through 
the scenes with Jesus at the house of Simon the Leper, where he is anointed 
by the Woman of Bethany; Judas' s betrayal; the Last Supper with Christ's 
gift of the sacraments; Jesus's despair on the Mount of Olives; Jesus in the 
garden of Gethsemane; and the arrest of Jesus. The dramatic double chorus 
in response to Jesus' s arrest ("Sind Blitze, sind Donner in Wolken 
verschwunden?" "Have lightning and thunder disappeared in the clouds?") 
is one of many dramatic highpoints, with its suddensnap into an eerie 
silence as the heavens fail to respond to the plight of Jesus on earth. The 
closing chorale fantasia of Part I, "O Mensch, bewein dein Stinde gross ("O 
Man, weep for your great sin") again layers a chorale tune over a complex 
choral texture as Jesus is led away in chains. 
In Bach's time, a sermon would have taken place between the two parts of 
the Passion. 
Not tonight. 
Part II opens unusually, with a single voice intoning a lonely" ach!". This 
may be seen as Mary Magdalene's response to Jesus being led away in 
chains. The chorus gently tells her that "we will seek him with you, fairest 
of all women." Part II of the Passion takes us through the chief priests' 
interrogation of Jesus; Peter's denials of Christ; Judas in the temple and his 
hanging; Jesus being brought before Pilate; Pilate's offering the maddened 
crowd Jesus or Barra bas; the scourging and torture of Jesus; Simon of Cyrene' s 
taking up of the cross; the Crucifixion; and the descent from the cross and 
burial. 
The second part of the St. Matthew Passion is more active than the first: there 
are more agitated crowd scenes as Jesus is imprisoned and led to the cross. 
Jesus' s journey is interrupted three times with arias reflecting on stations of 
the cross: the soprano's cry of" all this he has done out of love" (" Aus Liebe 
will mein Heiland sterben"); the alto's response to the whipping of Jesus; 
and the final beatific bass aria, "Mache dich mein Herze rein" ("Make thou 
in me a clean heart"). The final quartet scene, where each soloist comments 
on Jesus being taken from the cross, leads to a serene antiphonal choral 
finale: "We sit down and cry to you within the tomb: rest gently!" 
Musical Setting 
The Passion story in the Christian church relates the events leading 
up to Christ's crucifixion and burial. In the Middle Ages, the Passion found 
musical expression in hisioria, chant settings which designated parts to the 
narrator, Jesus, Peter, etc. to better tell the story. The hisioria is an important 
predecessor of the oratorio and the Passion as they developed in the Baroque 
style of eighteenth-century Germany. The libretto for the St. Matthew Passion 
was the result of a collaboration between Bach and Christian Friedrich 
Henrici, known as Picander (1700-1764). The libretto intricately balances 
several elements, each of which receives special musical consideration by 
Bach: 
1) Biblical verses 
-the narration of the story ( drawn from the Gospel according to 
Matthew). Bach used the contemporary operatic style of recitative, 
accompanying the tenor narrator (Evangelist) with continua (organ and bass 
instruments). 
-the "soiiquenten" (characters in the drama, such as Jesus, Pilate, 
Peter, Judas, etc.). Particular care is given to the words of Jesus, which are 
always set with the accompaniment of strings, providing a kind of" musical 
halo." These accompanying strings are absent only at the very end as Christ 
accepts his mortality with the words "Eli, Eli, lama asabthani?" ("My God, 
why have you forsaken me?"). 
-turba ( crowd) choruses. The words of high priests, soldiers, disciples. 
mobs, etc display Bach's intricate polyphonic choral writing 
2) Poetry 
Bach used Picander' s poetry for the opening and closing choruses 
and the solo arias. Picander' s verses are laid out in dialogue format: The 
"Daughters of Zion" (Chorus I) are answered by "The Believers" (Chorus 
II). Daughters of Zion refers to those mourners mentioned in Matthew 25. 
The solo arias are personal meditations on the action of the Passion story. 
3) Chorale settings 
Bach interpolates twelve chorale (hymn) settings into the telling of 
the Passion story as well as the chorale layered over the opening chorus. 
The use of the chorales is a brilliant stroke. Bach would have assumed his 
congregants' knowing these familiar Lutheran hymns. By choosing specific 
verses that reflect the action of the unfolding Passion story, he drew his 
listeners into the drama. As an example, when the disciples ask which of 
them will betray Jesus (and Bach significantly sets the question "is it I?" 
eleven times to exclude Judas), the chorale that follows takes the response to 
a level where all humanity responds: "It is I." To better portray this 
congregational element of the work in tonight's performance, you will hear 
the chorales sung not only from stage but from the balcony, reinforcing the 
universal quality of the chorale texts. 
As a compendium of musical styles, the St. Matthew Passion is a tour 
de force. In some ways, there were more styles available to Bach in composing 
a Passion than he would have had in opera. 
The most striking feature of the composition is its conception for 
double choir and double orchestra. This was likely suggested by the dialogue 
format of Picander' s libretto and indeed, Bach labels Chorus I "The 
Daughters of Zion" and Chours II "The Chorus of Believers." It is in the 
density of the choral writing that the Passion excels. Bach's masterful 
contrapuntal style is given full voice in his writing for double chorus, 
allowing for antiphonal interplay in the opening and closing chorale 
fantasias ("Kommt ihr Tochtsr" and "Wir setzen uns") and in the many 
mob scenes or "turba" choruses, where we hear the volleying interchange 
of shouting voices. 
In composing the St. Matthew Passion, Bach displayed his mastery 
in a variety of styles of the day, using the operatic forms of recitative and da 
capo arias; he also utilized operatic orchestral coloration in the arias, bringing 
in recorders, flutes, oboes, oboes da caccia, and oboes d' amore, as well as 
the plangent sound of the viola da gamba in his accompaniments. 
An Appreciation 
Undertaking a performance of Bach's St. Matthew Passion like 
tonight's is extraordinary by any standards, and particularly so from a 
small department at a school of Lehigh's size. None of this would have 
been possible without collaboration from dedicated talented colleagues with 
the vision to see the possibilities inherent in rediscovering one of the great 
masterworks of the western canon. My Lehigh colleagues Drew Francis 
(Theatre Department) and Anna Chu pa (Director, Design Arts) have been 
inspiring co-creators of tonight's presentation. We were all thrilled to work 
with Philadelphia choreographer and movement adventurer Myra Bazell. 
Her pliability - both physically and intellectually - has been a terrific 
addition to the creative team. 
None of what we do here would be possible without enlightened 
leadership from our administration and the music department chair, Dr. 
Nadine Sine, ever a source of enthusiastic support. And none of this would 
make sense without our students, the primary beneficiaries of all our efforts. 
It is for them we do these things: their encountering great works - even in 
new guises - is the purpose of our deparhnent. Their education is our 
mission. My appreciation goes to them and to the good-spirited and hard- 
working singers of the Choral Union for their constantly rising to new 
challenges. They may not know what they're getting into, but they find the 
value in it through their application and hard work. And when they do see 
what the work is all for, that's what makes it worthwhile. We are a place of 
education first and foremost. 
Support for this project comes in many ways. My thanks to our 
dedicated support staff that helps us go above and beyond the norms of 
choral performances. The Zoellner technical staff under Joshua Kovar has 
been instrumental in bringing this performance to the stage tonight. And 
particular thanks to those individuals and foundations who find our work 
at Lehigh serves the larger community in a way they choose to support: 
tonight's performance is made possible in part with generous donations by 
Amaranth, the Dyer Fund, the Weinstock Artist-in-Residence Fund, and 
those wonderful folks of the Lehigh Choral Union who not only sing but 
support our creative environment by contributing to the Sametz Choral Fund. 
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First Part 
Chorale Fantasia: Kommt, ihr Tochter (Come, ye daughters) 
JESUS PROPHESIES HIS DEATH 
Evangelist, Jesus: Da Jesus diese Rede (When Jesus had finished) 
Chorale: Herzliebster Jesu (Dearest Jesus, how have you offended) 
HIGH PRIESTS PLOT AGAINST JESUS 
Evangelist: Da versammleten sich (Then the high priests assembled) 
Chorus: Ja nicht auf das Fest (Not upon the feast) 
JESUS IS ANOINTED BY A WOMAN IN BETHANY 
Evangelist: Da nun Jesus war zu Bethanien (When now Jesus visted Bethany) 
Chorus: Wozu dienet dieser Unrat? (What does this behavior serve?) 
Evangelist, Jesus: Da das Jesus rnerkete (Jesus noted this) 
Recitative: Du lieber Heiland du (Beloved Savior you) 
Aria: Buss und Reu (Penance and Remorse) 
Sage Lutton, alto 
THE BETRAYAL 
Evangelist, Judas: Da ging hin der Zwolfen einer (Then there went one of the twelve) 
Aria: Blute nu,; du liebes Herz (Bleed only, 0 dear heart) 
Raina Savitsky, soprano 
(Lehigh University Choral Arts Scholar, '05) 
THE PASSOVER MEAL (THE LAST SUPPER) 
Evangelist: Aber am ersten Tage der sussen Brat (On the first day of unleavened bread) 
Chorus: Wo willst du, dass wir dir bereiten (What place shall we prepare) 
Evangelist, Jesus: Er sprach: Gehet hin in die Stadt (He said: Go into the town) 
Evangelist: Und sie wurden sehr betrubt (And they were very troubled) 
Chorus: Hen; bin ichs? (Lord, is it I?) 
Chorale: Ich bins, ich sollte biissen (It is I that must atone) 
Evangelist, Jesus: Er antwortete und sprach (He answered and said) 
Recitative: Wiewohl mein Herz in Trdnen schwimmt (My heart swims in tears) 
Aria: Ich will dir mein Herze schenken (I will offer my heart to you) 
Sarah Griffiths, soprano 
JESUS ON THE MOUNT OF OLIVES 
Evangelist, Jesus: Und da sie den Lobgesang (After the song of praise) 
Chorale: Erkenne mich, mein Huter (Know me, my guardian) 
Evangelist, Jesus, Peter: Petrus aber antwortete (Peter, however, then answered) 
Chorale: Ich will hier bei dir stehen (Here will l stand by you now) 
JESUS PRAYS IN GETHSEMANE 
Evangelist, Jesus: Da kam Jesus mit ihnen (Then came Jesus with them) 
Recitative: 0 Schmerzl hier zittert... (0 pain! How the tormented heart trembles) 
Aria: Ich will bei tneinem Jesu wachen (I will keep watch beside my Jesus) 
David Sharp, tenor 
CHRIST PRAYS AGAIN 
Evangelist, Jesus: Und ging hin ein wenig (He went on a little) 
Recitative: Der Heiland fall; ... nieder (111e Savior falls ) 
Aria: Gerne will ich micli bequetnen (Glady would I submit myself) 
William Walker, bass 
Evangelist, Jesus: Und er kam zu seinen Jiingern (And he came to his disciples) 
Chorale: Hi1s mein Gott will, das gscheh ' allzeit (What God wills, may it be ever so) 
CHRIST PRAYS A THIRD TIME 
Evangelist, Jesus, Judas: Und er kam und fand sie (And He came and found them) 
ARREST OF JESUS 
Aria: So ist mein Jesus nun gefangen (So is my Jesus now captured) 
Martha Ainsworth, soprano, Cris Frisco, alto 
Chorus: Sind Blitze, sind Donner ... verschwunden (Have thunder and lightning vanished) 
Evangelist, Jesus: Und siehe, einer ems denen (And behold, one of that number) 
Chorale Fantasia: 0 Mensch, bewein dein Sunde gross 
(0 man, mourn your great sins) 
INTERMISSION 
Second Part 
Aria: Ach, nun ist mein Jesus hin (Ah, now is my Jesus gone) 
Sage Lutton, alto 
INTERROGATION OF JESUS BY THE CHIEF PRIESTS 
Evangelist: Die aber Jesum gegriffen hatten (But those who had seized Jesus) 
Chorale: Mir hat die Welt truglich gericht · (The world has judged me with deceit) 
HIGH PRIESTS AND TWO FALSE WITNESSES 
Evangelist, Chief Priest, False Witnesses 1, fl: Und wiewohl vie! falsche Zeugen 
(And although many false witnesses) 
Recitative: Mein Jesus schweigt ... stille (My Jesus keeps silence) 
Aria: Geduld (Patience) 
Paul Summerlin, tenor 
Evangelist, Chief Priest, Jesus: Und der Hohepriester antwortete (And the chief priest answered) 
Chorus: Er ist des Tades schuldig (He is of death deserving) 
Evangelist: Da speieten sie aus (Then they spat in his face) 
Chorus: Weissage uns, Christe (Prophesy to us, Christ) 
Chorale: Wer hat dich so geschlagen? (Who has beaten you so?) 
PETER'S DENIALS 
Evangelist, Maid I, Maid II, Peter: Petrus aber sass draussen i111 Palast (Peter sat out in the court) 
Chorus: Wahrlich, du bist auch einer von denen (Truly, thou art one of those men) 
Evangelist, Peter: Da hub er an, sich zu verfluchen (Then he cursed and swore) 
Aria: Embarme dich (Have mercy, Lord) 
Karen Wapner, alto 
Chorale: Bin ich gleich von dir gewichen (Though I now have forsaken you) 
JUDAS IN THE TEMPLE 
Evangelist, Judas: Des Morgens aber (When morning came, however) 
Chorus: Was gehet uns das an (How doth that concern us?) 
Evangelist, Chief Priests: Und er warf die Silberlinge (And he cast the pieces of silver) 
Aria: Gebt mir meinen Jesum wieder 
William Walker, bass 
JESUS BEFORE PILATE 
Evangelist, Pilate, Jesus: Sie hie/ten aber einen Rat (They took counsel once again) 
Chorale: Befiehl du deine Wege (Commend all your pathways) 
Evangelist, Pilate, Pilate's wife: Auf das Fest aber h atte der landpfleger 
(But upon this feast the governor. .. ) 
Chorus: lass ihn kreuzigen (Let him be crucified) 
Chorale: Wie wunderbarlich ist doch diese Strafe (How awe-inspiring is this sentence) 
RETURN TO PILATE 
Evangelist, Pilate: Der landpfleger sagte (The governor said then) 
Recitative: Er hat uns allen wohlgetan (He has blessed us all so richly) 
Aria: Aus Liebe will mein Heiland sterben (Out of love would my Savior perish) 
Margaret Anne Butterfield, soprano 
Evangelist: Sie schrieen aber noch mehr (They cried again even more) 
Choms: Lass ihn kreuzigen (Let him be crucified) 
Evangelist, Pilate: Da aber Pilatus sahe (But when Pilate saw) 
Chorus: Sein Blut komme iiber uns (His blood come upon us then) 
Evangelist: Da gab er ihn en Barrabam fas (Then he gave them Barabas) 
THE SCOURGING OF JESUS 
Recitative: Erbarm es Gott (Have mercy, God) 
Aria: Konnen Treinen meiner Wangen (If the tears upon my cheeks) 
Karen Wapner, alto 
JESUS TORMENTED BY THE SOLDIERS 
Evangelist: Da nahmen die Kriegsknechte (And then the governor's soldiers took Jesus) 
Chorus: Gegriisset seist du, Jiidenkonig (All hail now to thee, King of the Jews) 
Evangelist: Und speieten ihn an (And they spat in his face) 
Chorale: O Haupt vol! Blut und Wunden (0 head full of blood and wounds) 
SIMON OF CYRENE 
Evangelist: Und da sie ihn verspouet hatten (And after they had mocked him) 
Recitative: Ja Jreilich will in uns ... (Yea, gladly would our flesh and blood) 
Aria: Komm, susses Kreuz (Come, 0 sweet cross) 
Bryce Hayes, bass-baritone 
THE CRUCIFIXION 
Evangelist: Und da sie an die Stiiue kamen (And when they came to a place) 
Chorus: Der du den Tempel Gottes zerbrichst (You who destroys God's temple) 
Evangelist: Desgleichen auch die Hohenpriester (Likewise the chief priests) 
Chorus: Andern hat er geholfen (He brought others salvation) 
Evangelist: Desg!eichen schnuiheten ihn auch die Marder (Even the murderers mocked him) 
Recitative: Ach Golg ath a (Ah Golgotha) 
Aria: Sehet, Jesus hat die Hand (Behold, Jesus has his hand out) 
Elaine Hamed, alto 
Evangelist, Jesus: Und van der sechsten Stunde an (And from the sixth hour on) 
Chorus: Der ru/et dem Elias (He calls to Elijah) 
Evangelist: Und bald lief einer unter ihnen (And straightway one of them ran up) 
Chorus: Halt! Lass sehen (Stop! Let us see) 
Evangelist: Aber Jesus schriee abermal (but Jesus cried out again and died) 
Chorale: Wenn ich einmal sol! scheiden (When I one day must leave here) 
Evangelist: Und siehe da, der Vorhang im Tempel (And behold: the curtain of the temple) 
Chorus: Wahrlich, dieser ist Gottes Sohn gewesen (Truly this was God's son) 
DESCENT FROM THE CROSS 
Evangelist: Und es waren vie/ Weiher da (And there were many women there) 
Recitativo: Am Abend, da es kiihle war (At evening, when it was cool) 
Aria: Mache dich, mein Herze, rein (Make yourself pure, my heart) 
Charles Evans, bass-baritone 
THE BURIAL 
Recitative: Nun ist der Herr zur Ruh gebraclu (Now is the Lord brought to his rest) 
Margaret Anne Butterfield, soprano 
Elaine Harned, alto 
Paul Summerlin, tenor 
William Walker, bass 
Choral Fantasia: Wir setzen uns mit Treinen nieder (We sit down in tears) 
SAMETZ ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 
The Steven P. Sametz Choral Arts Fund was established in April of 1998 
by members of the Lehigh University Choral Arts in appreciation of Steven 
Sametz' s work at Lehigh to bring the finest in choral music to the Lehigh 
community. The fund is used for choral programming and to sponsor 
international guest artists. The generous support of the Choral Arts members 
acknowledges the difference singing makes in our lives. It is the rare art where 
so many can come together in the spirit of exploration and adventure to find the 
voice of joy that animates us all. The Sametz Artist-in-Residence for tonight's 
concert is Jan Opalach. 
Lours J. AND JANE P. WEINSTOCK ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 
The Louis J. and Jane P. Weinstock Artist-in-Residence Fund was 
established through a generous gift of the Weinstocks in 1987. Mr. Weinstock is 
a graduate of the Lehigh University Class of 1936. In the past eighteen years it 
has provided funding for many of the guest artists who have contributed to the 
growing reputation of the music department: Jan DeGaetani, mezzo; Robert 
Moran, composer; John Aler, tenor; the Earl Kim Festival; Chanticleer; Norman 
Della Joio, composer; Eugene Albulescu, pianist; Lorenzo Malfatti, opera coach; 
and many more. Tonight's Weinstock Artists-in-Residence are The Princeton 
Singers. 
AMARANTII 
Ihanks to its generous support, tonight's Amaranth Artist-in-Residence 
is Richard Clement. 
PAUL DYER ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 
The Dyer Artist-in-Residence is supported by a generous gift from the 
family of Paul Dyer (1943-2001). It was established in Paul's memory to enhance 
the choral program at Lehigh through visiting artists. It is through the Dyer 
family's generosity that Dyer Artist-in-Residence, Myra Bazell, is supported for 
this production 
CunER-SAMETZ CHORAL ARTS 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS AT LEHIGH 
In this 130th-year celebration, we are in the midst of a campaign to fund 
the Lehigh University Cutler-Sametz Choral Arts Endowed Scholarships. This 
program recruits the finest high school choral singers in the country to partici- 
pate in the Choral Arts at Lehigh. We are well on our way to our funding goal 
and were honored when the family of Robert "Boss" Cutler requested that 
donations made in his memory be sent to the Scholarship fund. If you are inter- 
ested in helping us foster the wonderful singing talent at Lehigh, please contact 
Susan Vengrove at sgv2@lehigh.edu. For more information on the Choral Scholar 
program, email Linda Ganus at lcg3@lehigh.edu. 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS 
STEVEN SAMETZ, Ronald J. Ulrich Professor of Music, has earned 
increasing renown in recent years as both composer and conductor. He is the 
Director of Choral Activities at Lehigh University and also serves as artistic 
director of the elite a cappella ensemble, The Princeton Singers. Guest conducting 
appearances include the Taipei Philharmonic Foundation, the Berkshire Choral 
Festival, the New York Chamber Symphony, and the Netherlands Radio Choir. 
Dr. Sametz' compositions have been heard throughout the world at the 
Tanglewood, Ravinia, Schleswig-Holstein, Santa Fe, and Salzburg music festivals. 
His in time of appears on the Grammy-award-winning CD by Chanticleer, "Colors 
of Love," and his works may be heard on six other Chanticleer CDs, as well as 
Lehigh University Choir's "Live from Taipei," the Lehigh University Choral 
Arts "Christmas at Lehigh," The Princeton Singers' "Reincarnations," "Chrishnas 
with The Princeton Singers," and "Old, New Borrowed Blues." 
Dr. Sametz has received commissions from the National Endowment 
for the Arts, the Connecticut Council for the Arts, and Santa Fe Music Festival, 
creating new works for Chanticleer, the Dale Warland Singers, The Princeton 
Singers, the Philadelphia Singers, the Pro Arte Chamber Choir, the Santa Fe 
Desert Chorale, Connecticut Choral Artists, and the King of Thailand. His 
compositions are published by Oxford University Press, GIA and Alliance Music. 
Dr. Sametz has served as panelist for the National Endowment for the 
Arts and Chorus America. He has been Director of Choral Activities at Harvard 
University and is the founder and director of the Lehigh University Choral 
Union. At the Santa Fe Music Festival, he conducted his own works in a program 
entitled "Sametz conducts Sametz." He has conducted Chanticleer with the Lehigh 
University Choir in the Monteverdi Vespers of1610 in New York and San Francisco 
to critical acclaim. Dr. Sametz holds degrees from Yale University, the University 
of Wisconsin - Madison, and the Hochschule fur Musik und darstellende Kunst 
in Frankfurt, Germany. 
Grammy-winning American lyric tenor RICHARD CLEMENT 
(Evangelist) has performed with most of America's major orchestras and music 
directors, bringing tonal beauty and superb musicality to repertoire from the 
baroque to the contemporary. 
Of particular distinction in recent seasons are performances of 
Mendelssohn's Die erste Walpurgisnacht and Second Symphony with Kurt Masur 
and the Israel Philharmonic; Toch's Cantata of the Bitter Herbs with the Czech 
Philharmonic; the Mozart Requiem with the Saint Louis Symphony; Stravinsky's 
Oedipus Rex with Charles Dutoit and the Montreal Symphony; Beethoven's Missa 
solemnis/Ninth Symphony with the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, under Daniel 
Harding and Hugh Wolff, respectively. In addition Mr. Clement has been guest 
soloist with the Cleveland and Philadelphia Orchestras; Houston, Toronto, San 
Francisco and Cincinnati Symphonies, and collaborated with such conductors as 
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Bobby Mcferrin, Christopher Hagwood, Carlo Rizzi, 
Neeme Jarvi, John Mauceri, Marin Alsop and James Conlon. 
Festival engagements include Tanglewood (concert performance of Act 
III of Verdi's Falstaff), Beethoven's Ninth Symphony at both Grant Park and the 
Hollywood Bowl, and the Bach B Minor Mass with Seiji Ozawa at Japan's Saito 
Kinen Festival. 
Mr. Clement's considerable operatic credentials include Pedrillo in 
Mozart's Die Entfuhrung aus dem Serail with Kurt Masur and the New York 
Philharmonic; Tamino in Mozart's Die Zauberflote at Belgium's De Vlaamse Opera 
and with the Colorado Symphony. Recordings include Britten's War Requiem 
with the Washington Choral Society, Bart6k's Cantata Profana with the Atlanta 
Symphony (both Grammy winners) and Tchaikovsky's Pique Dame. He appears 
by exclusive arrangement with Matthew Sprizzo. 
JAN OPALACH (Jesus), whose voice has been described as "lyric," 
"flexible," and "displays a wonderful variety of color," is one of America's most 
versatile performers on the operatic stage today. Combining serious 
musicianship with excellent acting skills, Mr. Opalach is highly regarded for his 
superb understanding of a broad range of musical styles and eras. He is also 
well-known for a repertoire which includes both serious and comic character 
roles. 
Mr. Opalach has been a regular guest of the New York City Opera since 
1980. Among the many roles he has performed during his long association there 
are Papageno in Die Zauberjlote, the title role in Le nozze di Figaro, Leporello in 
Don Giovanni, Bartolo in II barbiere di Sioiglia, The Forester in The Cunning Little 
Vixen, Sancho Panza in Don QuicJwtte, Capellio in I Capuleti e I Montecchi, and 
King Fisher in Michael Tippett' s The Midsummer Marriage. He has also appeared 
with the Seattle Opera, the Florentine Opera of Milwaukee, and the Santa Fe 
Opera. Efsewhere, he has performed with the Metropolitan Opera, Washington 
Opera, Cincinnati Opera, Atlanta Opera and Opera Theater of St. Louis. 
Mr. Opalach has been a featured soloist, singing with the acclaimed 
orchestras of Baltimore, Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Minnesota, 
Montreal, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, St. Louis, Seattle, and National 
Symphony. Among the many conductors with whom he has collaborated are 
Daniel Barenboim, Herbert Blomstedt, Semyon Bychkov, Charles Dutoit, Gunther 
Herbig, Christopher Hagwood, Lorin Maazel, Kurt Masur, Roger Norrington, 
Christof Perick, Sir Simon Rattle, Robert Shaw, Leonard Slatkin, Edo de Waart, 
and David Zinman. 
THE PRINCETON SINGERS is one of the elite professional choirs in the coun- 
try. They have toured here and abroad, and have been featured in programs for 
the American Choral Directors' Association and the American Guild of Organists. 
Their range of repertoire in concert and on recordings ranges from the Middle 
Ages to many works composed specifically for them today. Their signature 
clarity of sound has been heard under the leadership of Steven Sametz in works 
from Bach to Tavener, from jazz standards to folksongs. Last year, The Princeton 
Singers celebrated their twentieth anniversary season, commissioning a new cho- 
ral setting from the internationally recognized composer, Stephen Paulus. They 
have served as professional choir-in-residence for the Oxford Summer Institutes 
at Lehigh and are frequently heard in performances in the Lehigh Valley. We are 
pleased to welcome them back to Lehigh for this collaborative effort tonight and 
to offer them an opportunity to show their considerable skills as soloists as well 
as choristers as they take on the solo arias in tonight's performance of the St. 
Matthew Passion. 
DREW FRANCIS (Scenic Designer): Drew is the Class of 1961 Professor at Lehigh 
University where he teaches design for the theatre with a specialization in scene 
design. This year's productions include: A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To 
The Forum, Desire Under The Elms, and The Birds. Drew is the resident scene designer 
for Shadowland Theater, New York where he is designing the revival of Arthur 
Miller's All My Sons with Richard Benjamin and Paula Prentiss. Last year his set 
for Frankie & Johnny In The Claire De Lune was awarded Best Scenery. Drew's 
designs for Macbeth and Picasso At The Lapin Agile recently were included in the 
World Stage Design Exhibit Catalogue and were also chosen as the catalogue 
centerpiece for last year's National Design Exhibit in Los Angeles. He recently 
designed scenery for The Cafe Society at Tribeca Performing Arts Center, 
International Ballet at Lincoln Center, The Madwoman of Choillot with Anne Jackson, 
Kim Hunter, and Alvin Epstein at Neighborhood Playhouse, The Curse of the 
Starving Class at the Theatre Outlet and Cinderella, at Pennsylvania Youth Theatre. 
Ten years of directing and choreographing has taken MYRA BAZELL 
(Choreographer) throughout East and West Europe, South America, the Middle 
East and Russia. She has choreographed The Trojan Woman at University of 
Maryland, The Baccai, Ave. X, Three Penny Opera and Arcadia for the Wilma Theater, 
Pal Joey, Peter Pan and Wendy, Black Water and Myths and Hymns for the Prince 
Music Theater, Pacific Overtures and Arabian Nights at the Arden Theater, The 
Screw Tape Letters for the Philadelphia Fringe Festival and the Lantern, Pagliacci 
and Operissimo for the Sylvan Opera Company, the Pennsylvania Ballet Company 
for Shut up and Dance and toured three smaller dance works to Argentina, Moscow, 
Peru and, N.Y. She received her BFA in dance from the University of the Arts and 
has been teaching Movement Theater there for ten years. She also teaches at 
Bryn Mawr College, advanced Modern technique at the Susan Hess Studio, the 
Koresh Studio and the Kumquat Dance Center, in Philadelphia. Ms.Bazell has 
received awards from The Independence Foundation, 2004, the PA Council on 
the Arts in 1994, 1997, and 1999, The PEW Foundation, Dance Advance, 1994- 
2000, the Leeway Foundation in 1999 and 2003, the International Woman's Theatre 
Festival of Moscow, and the Berlin Senate. Myra is co-director of SCRAP 
Performance Group 1994 -present, a company dedicated to the creation of new 
dance theater work. 
ANNA CHUPA (Videographer) directs the Design Arts program at Lehigh and 
teaches courses in digital imaging, design and experimental video. Currently 
she is experimenting with printing detailed kaleidoscopic patterns on silk. Anna 
received her Master of Arts in Liberal Studies degree at Dartmouth College and 
her MFA in photography at the University of Delaware. Her animations, 
installations and digital collages have been exhibited in Europe (San Malo, Milan, 
Darmstadt, London), Ontario, and throughout the United States. 
ERICA HOELSCHER (Costume Consultant) Erica teaches design courses at 
Lehigh and specializes in costume design. Recent credits at Lehigh include The 
Misanthrope, Arcadia, The Cripple of Inishmaan and Macbeth. A photo of the costumes 
for The Misanthrope can be found on the front page of the Costume Society of 
America webpage at http:/ /www.costumesocietyamerica.com/. Current projects 
include The Nutcracker, at Cedar Crest College department of dance and Desire 
Under the Elms at Lehigh. Erica is particularly interested in the social and behavioral 
function of costume from a historical perspective. She has published a paper on 
clothing and behavior in seventeenth-century France entitled Splendor and Wit; 
Costume and Society in the Age of Louis XIV, The Sun King (1654 - 1715) which may 
be found at Clothesline, the Online Journal of Costume and Dress (http:// 
www.clotheslinejournal.com/splendor.htm). 
MICHAEL CHUPA (Supertitles) works in the Vision Technologies group at 
Sarnoff Corporation in Princeton, NJ. He received his M.S in Computational 
Engineering from Mississippi State University, where he worked as a research 
associate at the Engineering Research Center. Chupa has a B.A. in Physics from 
Oberlin College, and sang for eight semesters with the Oberlin Musical Union 
under Daniel Moe. His interests include scientific visualization, computer 
graphics, sonification, and other applications of digital audio. 
ALEXANDER SENCHAK (Assistant Lighting Designer) is a junior theatre major 
and president of the Mustard and Cheese Drama Society. Lehigh credits include 
lighting design for Desire Under the Elms and Vagina Monologues. Alex worked as 
the designer for the New Playwrights festival entitled "24/7" in New York City 
this past March. In addition, he has assisted with Cosentini Associates of New 
York City in architectural lighting design and serves on the programming board 
for WNYC, New York Public Radio. 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY CHORAL ARTS 
The Lehigh University Choir is an active force in campus life. The fifty 
mixed voices of the Choir are auditioned at the beginning of the academic year. 
They are drawn from all majors of the University. During the year, they give 
three major concerts on campus and tour internationally. The Choir frequently 
performs with orchestra in such works as Bach's Magnificat, Christ Lag in 
Todesbanden, and Die Johannespassion, Mozart's Mass in C Minor, and Handel's 
Messiah. Recent tours include Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Berlin; Vienna and 
Budapest; Florida; California; the Virgin Islands; Germany; Austria; France; and 
a five-city tour of Asia. In May, they will be touring in Europe. 
The Lehigh University Choral Union, composed of students, faculty, 
staff, and Lehigh Valley community members is the Lehigh Valley's only 
symphonic choir. Performing three times a year with internationally known 
soloists and full symphony orchestra, the 150 singers of the Choral Union bring 
major works of the choral-orchestral repertoire to a broad audience. Recent 
repertoire includes Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, Orff's Carmina Burana, Mahler's 
Second Symphony, Steven Sametz's Carmina amoris and the Britten War Requiem. 
The Princeton Singers 
Sopranos 
Martha Ainsworth 
Margaret Anne Butterfield 
Sarah Griffiths 
Elizabeth Holt 
Rebecca Migliore 
Tenors 
Cris Frisco 
David Sharp 
Paul Summerlin 
Altos 
Rita Cortez 
Elaine Hamed 
Sage Lutton 
Karen Wapner 
Basses 
Alan Champion 
Charles W. Evans 
W. Bryce Hayes 
William F. Walker 
Bookings Manager 
Cris Frisco 
Dancers 
Elrey Belmonti 
Bethany Formica 
Maka to Hiraro 
David Konyk 
David O'Do1mell 
Kate Watson-Wallace 
Lehigh University Choral Arts Movement Ensemble 
Cindy Comfort 
Kathleen Conahan 
Gloria J. Derhammer 
Kathryn Dyer 
Natalie Foster 
[oanna DeJesus-Fenicle 
Joseph M. Manzo 
Ronald Mordosky 
Miriam Nachesty 
Marilyn Needham 
Emily J. Pepperman 
Joanna S. Rouse 
Deborah Sostarecz 
Connor Tench 
David Tench 
Kathleen Vollrath 
Light board operator 
Na than Jones 
Lehigh University Choir 
Soprano 
Amanda Barnes" 
Katie Becker 
Jennifer Bibbs 
Anna Childson 
Lori Cotabish/' 
Brittany Grier 
Julie Heidt 
Harper Kubicek 
Elizabeth Luber#/\ 
Sarah Mastroianni 
Marcia M. Mierzwa 
Emily O'Koren/' 
Christine Rapp 
Kate Rooth/\ 
Deborah Sacarakis 
Georgina Emslie Stevenson 
Alto 
Melissa Alexander 
Heidi W. Chi 
Joanna P. Fanizza 
Jessica Hyman 
Amanda Kessler# 
Katie Santoro 
Raina Alexandra Savitsky 
Nadine Sine 
Kristin Wagner 
Tenor 
Owen Ferik 
Ted Gleason 
Max Gross 
Terence M. McLaughlin 
Timothy A. Morea# 
Jim Mulherin 
Christopher Shane 
Nicholas Tatalias 
Tim White " 
Derek Wilson 
Bass-Baritone 
Chris Albrecht 
Ronnie Craig Ani 
Thomas Blank 
Christopher Chen 
Robert Guzzon# 
Daniel Halle 
Ryan Hansen 
Jonathan Havel 
Christopher Howard 
Todd James Hunter 
Chris Kramer 
Richard Kurz 
Thomas W. Ludlow 
Rowan Meyer 
Greg Parent 
Brett Philpotts 
Benjamin David Rodney 
Dan Schankel 
David Stanek 
Bradley Woodward 
#LU Choir Section Leader "Cboral Scholar 
UNIVERSITY CHOIR ADMINISTRATION 
Eileen W escoe, Rehearsal Accompanist 
Richard Kurz 
Kate Rooth 
Dan Halle 
Christopher Howard 
Todd Hunter 
Anna Childson 
Chris Kramer 
Jessica Hyman 
Ronnie G. Craig Ani 
Thomas Blank 
Tyler Tate 
Katie Santoro 
Georgina Emslie Stevenson 
Jim Mulherin 
Liz Luber 
Amanda Kessler 
Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Stage Manager 
Assistant Stage Manager 
Finance Manager 
Website Manager 
Webmaster 
Newsletter Manager 
Social Manager 
130th Anniversan; Coordinator 
Tour Manager 
Publicity Manager 
Wardrobe Manager 
Wardrobe Manager 
Librarian 
Librarian 
ST. MATTHEW PASSION ORCHESTRA 
Orchestra 1 Orchestra 2 
Violins Cynthia Roberts, Violins Claire Jolivet 
Concertmaster Mark Zaki 
Timothy Schwarz 
Viola Alissa Smith Viola David Miller 
Cello David Bakamjian Cello/Gamba Carlene Stober 
Bass Motomi Igarashi Bass Domenick Fiore 
Flute/ Sandra Miller Flute Andrew Bolotowsky 
Recorder Gwyn Roberts Eve Friedman 
Oboes Steven Hammer Oboe Sarah Devol 
Kathleen Duguet Julie Brye 
Organ Gwendolyn Toth Organ Timothy Harrell 
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY CHORAL UNION 
Soprano 1 
Tosha As um ah 
Barbara Cavalla 
Kathleen Conahan 
Lauren Cuoco 
Gloria Derhammer 
Kitty Dunn 
Virginia Himler 
Joanna Lafaver 
Joan Moran 
Miriam Nachesty 
Marianne Napravnik 
Am1 Picken" 
Mary Louise Powers 
Joyce E. Shankweiler 
Cheryl Sinclair 
Deborah Sostarecz 
Carol Vickrey 
Kathleen Vollrath 
Soprano 2 
Loris Baker 
Vi nallard 
Pauline Chu 
Kathrun Djouallah 
Libera C. Evans 
Ruth Henry 
Maryann LaPadula 
Charis Lasky* 
Danielle Palencar 
Mary Pritchett 
Tara Stephenson 
Ann Taylor 
Alto 1 
Cheryl A. Cherry 
Martha Christine 
Ann Cohen 
Joanna de [esus-Fenicle 
Peggy Fuller 
Lynne Hoxie 
Patricia Markley 
Tiffany Mohr 
Cathy Mordosky 
Geraldine Mosemann* 
Marilyn Needham 
Elizabeth C. Ragan 
Joanna Rouse 
Dorothy Sloand 
E. Louise Auchenbach 
Joanne Bast 
Cindy Comfort 
Robin Deily 
Katy Dyer 
Natalie Foster 
Clare Garrison 
Hope A. Kunkel 
Dorothy Perschy 
Dina Wills 
*Choral Union Section Leader 
Tenor 1 
Wally Borene* 
Joseph Manzo 
Ron Mordosky 
Jack Vickrey 
Tenor 2 
Tim Gredler 
Jamie Henry 
Rob Riggs 
John Rodgers 
Baritone 
Peter Christopher Dupin 
Jeffrey Gross 
Coleman Hamel 
Will Mayo 
Warren Norris 
Robert Smith* 
Kalman A. Sostarecz, Jr. 
Justin Stroup 
Bass 
Raymond Ballard 
J. Gordon Maule 
Gianni Simplicio 
David Ziegler 
CHORAL UNION ADMINISTRATION 
Timothy Harrell, Rehearsal Accompanist 
Charis Lasky, Choral Arts Coordinator 
Doug MacNeil, Orchestra Manager 
Kal Sostarecz, Stage Manager 
Debbie Sostarecz, Recruitment Manager 
$IO 000 and above 
Robert C. Bausmith '81 
W. Robert Christie '58 
Joan Miller Moran '65G 
$2 500 to $9 999 
Melinda L. Bowman '91 
Daniel T. Franceski '64 
Richard T. Roca '66 
Nadine J. Sine 
$1 000 to $2 499 
George A. Achilles '70 
Robert A. Alper '66 
Dexter F. Baker' 50 
David G. Beckwith '68 
Susan E. Belangee '95 
Preston M. Crabill '76 
W. Alden .Cushman '85 
Richard N. Devore '67 
Stephen F. Goldmann '66 
Kenneth M. Hayes '69 
John E. ldenden, Jr. '69 
Karen Keimig Keatley '84 
Andrew H. Knoll '73 
Barbara K. Kruger '80 
Robert M. McGovern, Jr. '60 
Paul D. McKinley '71 
Thomas A. Miller '77 
Thomas F. Miller '66 
Robert S. Pritchard '62 
Daniel J. Rader '81 
Thomas E. Reid '75 
Richard T. Roca '66 
George D. Ryerson '55 
Robert H. Shabaker '59 
John F. Sise '72 
Donald W. Stever, Jr. '65 
Anastasia M. Tronoski '92 
K. William Whitney, Jr. '73 
Emily Winn-Deen '74 
Robert W. Worley, Jr. '56 
~ 
G. Craig Acklen '70 
Ben W. Albert '57 
John K. Aman '56 
American Guild of Organists, 
Lehigh Valley Chapter 
Malcolm R. Banks '54 
J. Robert Baum '64 
Daniel L. Benson '63 
H. Barry Bergman '6 I 
Thomas A. Best '66 
Robert W. Belz '64 
Thomas A. Bickerstaff '69 
Katrina L. Branting '80 
Patrick E. Brickley '98 
Warren H. Buck '64 
Jill J. Calsella '94 
The Robert Cutler-Steven Sametz 
Choral Arts Endowed Scholarship Fund 
Donor Honor Roll 
Peter S. Carleton '62 
David E. Charles '77 
Patricia A. Chase '74 
Joyce C. Chiu '78 
Russell E. Cramer, Ill '62 
Richard A. Crafl, Jr. '8 I 
Jeffrey J. Csernica '84 
David R. Decker '64 
Joanna deJesus-Fcniclc '82 
Michael T. Derwin '86 
Christopher J. Detweiler '93 
Peter W. Dietz '88 
Peter T. Dinsmore '79 
Angela J. Doh! '84 
David H. Dugan '74 
Richard L. Edwards '66 
Willet E. Egge, Ill '73 
William E. Elcome, Ill '68 
Gregory C. Farrington 
Jean W. Farrington 
Peter D. Fcavcr '83 
Peter D. Finkel '8 I 
Anne C. Fisher '76 
Fred 8. Fletcher '67 
John A. Ford '59 
Donald J. Foster '59 
Wayne D. Freese '59 
John H. Frey '82 
James R. Froggalt '62 
Dudley L. Galloway '64 
Ralph W Gallup '6 I 
Cynthia K. Gavenda '89 
Judith Gottesman '75 
John Grason '64 
Jon D. Green, M.D. '70 
William F. Hahn '49 
Howard A. Haimann '57 
Charles R. Hayes '62 
Lianne K. Heath '79 
Gerald A. Hedges '6 I 
Blake R Heffner '72 
Robert G. Heidenreich '56 
Roger D. Heiser '73 
David K. Heist '88 
James P. Herget '71 
Roger M. Herman '57 
Beverly E. Hjorth '79 
George L. Howell '55 
Hugh D. Jones '62 
Charles B. Kahler '58 
Glenn E. Kinard '59 
Frances A. Kleeman 'F 
Marc J. Kobayashi '92 
Joseph Kovach 'F 
Gary D. Krafl '76 
Debora J. Kuchka-Craig '82 
Richard B. Lambert, Jr '6 l 
John B. Lampe '59 
Marc R. Lawson '95 
Louisa 1-1. Leipold '83 
Spafford S. Lewis '67 
Christopher J. Martin '84 
Donald W. Martin '67 
Her,ry R. Martin 'F 
Kathryn E. McQueen '87 
Thomas C.M. Middleton '72 
John A. Millane '58 
Lisa M. Mistretta '87 
Daniel A. Moher '62 
Anne Tabor Morris '87 
Timothy A. Morris '87 
Donald B. Morrison '51 
William W. Moyer '62 
Norman S. Muchnick '58 
Lynn D. Norton '84 
Jacqueline M. Nowicki '91 
William H. Oldach, Ill '84 
Old Mill Properties 
Lewis E. Osterhoudt '71 
Lee C. Owens '58 
Vincent J. Pagliuca Ill '87 
Robert N Peterson '66 
Joseph N Pittenger '61 
Lauren A Redeker ·o I 
Paul L. Reiber, Jr. '44 
David M. Reynolds '63 
Nancy Reynolds '78 
Robar Options Inc 
Arthur W Roberts, II I '59 
Stephen D. Rodgers ·94 
Leonard M. Saari '60 
Robert F. Scarr '5 2 
Ted J. Schultz '63 
Lynn C. Scull '57 
Royal F. Shepard, Jr 'F 
Jon H. Shively '58 
Jeffrey E. Silliman '68 
Christopher Kurt S Snyder '94 
Lynn Starr M.D. '83 
Lucile A. Steitz '92 
Peter J. Stinson '91 
Richard W. Stoeltzing, '50 
George C. Stone '43 
S. Gilmore Stone '58 
Vernon S Summer '73 
Kenneth G. Tower '79 
James L. Underkoffler. Jr '66 
Howard E. Virkler '63 
Stanley J. Vlasak '63 
William J. Watt '62 
Edward 1-1. Weber, Ill '56 
Leon M. Weiss '79 
Harold N. Wells '51 
Mervin C. Werst, P. E. '51 
Eileen Wescoc 'F 
Fredric W. Wilson, Ill '69 
Jean T. Woynicki '92 
Paul J. Wright, Jr. '61 
Gerett R Yocum '96 
Robert S. Zam '74 
List complete as of April 18, 2005. 
We regret any errors or omissions. Please bring them to the attention of Lorraine Wiedorn 
at 610-758-4874 or email !ms J@lelzigh edu 
Friends of Zoellner Arts Center 
2004-2005 Season 
The Board of Trustees of Lehigh University gratefully acknowledges and recognizes the 
following alumni, friends, corporations and foundations for their generosity in 
supportingthe annual campaign for the Friends of Zoellner Arts Center: 
Leadership funding from 
Victoria and Robert Zoellner 
Presenting Sponsor 
Wachovia 
Sponsor 
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
Chaddsford Winery 
Coordinated Health and MetLife 
Creative Kids Club 
The Express-Times 
Holt Family Foundation 
Lutron Electronics Company, Inc. 
The Morning Call 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts 
Dian and Carl Petrillo 
The Rider-Pool Foundation 
Rodale fnc 
Sodexho Campus Services 
TIAA-CREF 
Target Select Cable Advertising 
Producer 
Dexter F. and Dorothy H. Baker Foundation 
Alvin H. Butz, Inc. 
George J. and Mary T. D'Angelo Foundation 
Frederick S. Dornblatt 
Gregory and Jean Farrington 
Beall and Marlene "Linny" Fowler 
Highmark Blue Shield 
Priscilla Payne Hurd 
Pepsi-Cola Company 
Tallman, Hudders and Sorrentino, P.C. 
University Productions 
Maestro 
Anonymous 
Joanne and Hank Barnette 
Alan Bloch and Nancy M. Berman 
Marianne C. and William H. Bux '58 
Georgeina and W. Robert Christie '58 
Emmeline and Leonard Dimmick '49 
Marlene and Arnan Finkelstein '58 
Andrea and Oldrich Foucek 
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Hecht 
Julia E. Klees, MD MPH 
Joseph and Ichiko Long 
Pat and Tucker Lyons 
Ruth and Charlie Marcon 
Moreen and John McGurk 
Anne and Pete Meltzer 
PNC Bank 
Elizabeth Scofield and James R. Tanenbaum 
Roland and Doris Sigal 
Carol and Joe Snyder '65 
Bob and Anne Teufel 
Virtuoso 
Bonnie and Steve Devlin 
Dick Durand and Jan Redinger 
Susan and Bob Gadomski 
Terry and Mary Jane Hart 
Betty and Bill Hittinger 
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Hoover, Jr. 
Mary Ann and Daniel Kelemen '54 
Brenda Johnson and Robert McGovern 
Nelson and Pat Markley 
Kira and Steve Mendez '83 
Pennsylvania Performing Arts on Tour 
Dave and Margie Williams 
Dorma and Wilson Yale 
Sharon and Ron Yoshida 
Michael Zisman and Linda Gamble 
Artist 
Richard and Judith Aronson 
Terri and Jim Bartholomew 
Bobb and Joan Carson 
Michael J. and Sandra R. Caruso Fund 
Byron and Janet Cook 
Red Culver 
Carol and John Daniel 
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Detweiler 
Nora Ann and Mohamed El-Aasser 
Mark and Anke Ellis 
Barnet and Lisa Fraenkel 
Tom and Marsha Hersh 
Richard and Linda Hertzberg 
Betsy and Bob Holcombe '58 
Theodore U. Horger 
Yong and Sook Kim 
Anthony and Donna McHugh 
Deborah Sacarakis 
Linda and Walter Silowka 
Don and Betty Smyth 
Thomas and Catherine Staley 
Krista L and Timothy R. Tate '79/'04P 
Liz and Ferd Thun '56 
Susan and Marc Vengrove 
Ricardo and Martha Marchena Viera 
Marilyn and Paul Wagner '57 
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk M. Warshaw '80/'07P 
Fellow 
Joseph Amato and Michele Barnes Amato '76 
Marianne and William Bechtold '58 
Paul Biddelman, Donna Bascom and Sari Biddelman 
Bornboy Incorporated 
Rev. Paul and Paula Herron Braden 
Joe Brookes and Kirk Kozero 
Ann and Bill Clark '45 
Bill and Anne DeCamp 
Mr. and Mrs. David Deinzer 
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Del Vecchio 
Carol C. Dorey and John Berseth 
Brad and Ellen Drexler 
Jim and Michelle Duane 
James B. Edwards and Jamie P. Musselman 
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Epstein 
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Erickson 
E. P. Ted Foster 
Hannah Stewart-Gambino and Giacomo Gambino 
Don and Lois Garaventi 
Nancy and Michael George 
Robert and Carol Graff 
Ann and Dennis Greenzweig 
Bruce and Jo Ann Haines 
Julia Hamm 
Andrea and Martin Hanner 
Kenneth D. Hendrix and Patricia K. Girke 
Jim and Peggy Hobbs 
Valerie and Richard Holt 
Mary E. Hosford 
Mr. and Mrs. George Howey 
Maryann and Keith Hunter 
Just Born, Inc 
George and Soteria Kledaras 
Susan Kowalchuk and Neal Simon 
Dr. and Mrs. Alan Leahey 
Charles and Kathy Lieb 
Valerie Livingston and Charles Lyman 
Charles and Marie Luthar 
John and Jane Malloy 
Willard and Margaret Marshall 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mercy, Jr. 
Met-Ed, a FirstEnergy Company 
John and Elaine M illane 
Carl and Glyn Moses 
Offset Impressions, Inc. 
Jon R. Peisinger '69 
Louis and Melissa Pektor 
Julie and Kline Pepper 
Michael and Christine Perrucci 
Margaret Plympton 
Ray and Sally Reusser 
Janet and Lee Shahan 
John and Norma Shane 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Siemiatkoski 
Charles and Christine Smith 
Faith and James Snyder 
Ardyth and Frank Sobyak 
Michael and Judy Stoner 
Miriam Sursa and Sandra Fickes 
Karen and Alex Tamerler 
Jeff and Annie Tarnoff 
Christie and Ron Ulrich 
Barbara and Charles Vengrove 
Ors. Joseph and Margaret Viechnicki 
Louis Weinstock '36 
Richard and Melody Weisman 
Robert and Virginia Williamson 
Jerri and John Wood 
Patron 
The Abel Family 
Henry Baird and Raymond Harbort 
Robert C. Bausmith 
Marian C. Beatty 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Benedict 
Madeline and Bob Brown 
Thomas J. Campbell 
Nick and Dee Demyan 
Nancy Flemming 
John Franchini 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Grossinger 
E. R. Hertzog 
Kathryn Humphreys and Louis Zanine 
Nancy and George A. Kantra '58 
Eric T. Kautz 
Joseph and Mary King 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Patrick Kleaveland 
Jennifer L Klein 'O I 
Rosalyn and Edward Klein '67 
The Kuzon Family 
Diane LaBelle and Norman Girardot 
Polly and Garry McClure 
Vesta 0. Mershon 
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Noel, l l l 
John and Anne Ochs 
Ruth and Shelden Radin 
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Rij 
John and Denise Sale 
In memory of Vivienne Saunders 
Jane Schiff 
Silver Family Foundation, Inc. 
H. Stanley Stoney '59 
Pamela and Laurence Tarica 
Robert and Lee Wei 
George and Karen White 
Sherri Yerk-Zwickl and William Zwickl 
D. Brooks Zug 
Friend 
Steven and Rosalie Aaronson 
Elizabeth Abrams 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J. Alexander 
Dr. and Mrs. Terry M. Anderson 
Gene and Charlotte Auman 
Sybil and Barry Barman 
Linda Bambara 
Barbra Barker 
Mary Ann and Anthony Barone 
Dick and Dotty Barsness 
Robert W and Elsie L Bell 
Don and Lygia Bellis 
Mary Sue W. Benken 
Polly and Fred Beste 
Big Picture Consulting 
Mr. and Mrs. Monte S. Brooks 
Wayne and Susan Cady 
John Campion, M. D. and Andrea Waxman, 
M.D. 
Marianne Chabot 
Ken and Nancy Christensen 
Thomas Church 
Carolyn J. Conard 
Current Concepts Home Automation 
Specialists 
Ann L. Dalton 
Don and Jean Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Ditmars 
Nicole Radich Dobson 
Katherine and Robert E. Donatelli 
Thomas H. and Beverly 8. Eighmy 
Adam Fenton 
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Fetzer 
Timothy W. Fox 
William and Lois Frederick 
Louise French 
James R. Gage 
Gillian K. Girvin 
Joel and Muriel Glickman 
Mark Goehring '76 
John T. Grant 
Virginia K. T. Gress 
Nancy S. Gunkel 
Cheryl Gunter 
Tom and Debby Harbin 
Lynne and Leon Harbold 
David Heine '74 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Heintzelman 
Marie Helmold 
LJ Herman 
Matt and Heather Hosfeld 
Connie Houser-Wenzel 
Karen A. Hoxie 
Mary Paltadakis-Jaman and George F. Jaman 
Robert and Ethel Jones 
Eric Kaplan 
Jacob and Maria Kazakia 
A.M.Kem 
Joan Kicska 
Gary M. Koch 
Joan A. Kraft 
Truman and Louise Kunsman 
Gloria and Charles (Chick) Kuss '52 
Walter and Joanne Leiss 
Ronald E. Lipetz '62 
Kathryn Loupos 
Deb and Bill Lowenburg 
Mr. and Ms. Edward Mackavage 
Don and Lucille Marshall 
Mrs. Ulla H. M. Martz 
Jacqueline Matthews and Walter Toomes 
Ors. George and Carolina McCluskey 
Cathy and Bob McCormick 
Mrs. Lucille H. McCracken 
Marilyn R. McDonald M.D. 
Gordon and Nancy McKibben 
Bill and Monica M ichalerya 
Eloise W. Miller 
Ron and Cathy Mordosky 
Hugh and Carrie Morgan 
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Niemeyer 
Danny and Sandra O'Neill 
Bonnie Osterwald 
William and Nora Paltadakis 
Ors. Harriet and Sidney Parmet 
Kathleen Parris 
Richard and Elizabeth Pearce 
Mrs. Edward Perkins 
Heinz G. Pfeiffer 
Mary T. Pongracz 
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Powell 
Ralph and Jacqueline Puerta 
Dick and Cathie Reppert 
Eugenia Y. Robson 
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Rodgers 
David and Judith Ross 
John D. and Betty M. Rossi, Jr. 
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Rothman 
William and Ruth Rusling 
Kenny and Joan Saler 
David H. Schaper 
Dianne Schellenberg 
Philip and Anne Secor 
John W. Segraves 
Jean M. Seibel 
Jeffrey J. Semak 
Dr. and Mrs. William W. Sharkan 
Fred and Ginny Shunk 
Ken and Micki Sinclair 
Blu Smith 
Richard and Martha Sodl 
Nancy Spiegel 
Diane A. Stanczak 
John W. Stemler 
Tom and Lenore Stine 
Sarah Strunk 
Hugh Sweeney 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Talhelm 
Robyn D. Texter 
Jean and Terry Theman 
Froy and Dick Thompson 
Alla and Kenneth Toff 
Abby and Mark Trachtman 
Bill and Jane Trotter 
Sharon and Larry Upton 
Verna Rapp Uthman 
Stephen and Lenore Wagner 
Carl F. Waldbieser 
George and Carolyn Watkins 
Larry A. Wehr 
Ben and Ellie Weinberger 
Eric W. Weinhold 
Steve Weintraub and Judith Pennington 
Mervin C. Werst, P.E. 
Malcolm and Sally West 
Sophia and Marvin White 
Kay and Earl Winters 
Dr. and Mrs. David Wu 
David and Jill Yannarell 
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Young 
Mrs. Edward A. Zouck 
List complete as of April 20, 2005 
Errors or omissions should be brought lo the al tent ion of Susan Yengrove, Lehigh's director of development for the arts, 
at 610-758-5322, 800-523-0565 or email susan.vcngrovc@leh,gh cdu 

September 
12at3pm 
18at8pm 
26 at 3 pm 
October 
3 at 3 pm 
17 at 3 pm 
22, 23 at 8 pm 
29, 30 at 8 pm 
Lehigh University Music Department 
2004 - 2005 Season 
Debra Field, soprano, Leslie Johnson, mezzo-soprano: One Afternoon, Two Divas 
Eugene Albulescu's Trio Lipatti: Haydn, Brahms and Dvorak 
Eduardo Azzati, baritone and Martha Schrempel, piano: Schubert's Winterreise 
Christopher DiSanto, clarinet with Michael Sheadel, piano 
Eugene Albulescu, piano: All-Beethoven: Hammerklavier and more 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: Russian Masters: Borodin and Tchaikovsky 
LU Choral Arts: Visions, Evocations and Dreams 
November 
13 at 8 pm LU Fusion Fest: Thad Jones and Mel Lewis Tribute 
14 at 3 pm LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
20 at 8 pm New York Jazz Repertory Orchestra: Glenn Miller Tribute 
21 at 3 pm LU Wind Ensemble: To Tame the Perilous Skies 
29, 30 at 12 pm Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
December 
1,2at12pm 
4 at 8 pm 
5 at 4 & 8 pm 
January 
29 at 8 pm 
30 at 3 pm 
February 
19at8pm 
20 at 3 pm 
27 at 3 pm 
March 
5 - 13 
April 
I. 
2 at 8 pm 
9 al 8 pm 
JO at 2 pm 
10 at 4 pm 
15at8pm 
16at8pm 
Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra: An Orchestral Fantasy; Paul Chou, violin 
LU Choral Arts: Christmas Vespers at Packer Chapel 
LUVME (Lehigh University Very Modern Ensemble): Kim, Heiss, Salemi 
LU Jazz Faculty 
New York Jazz Repertory Orchestra: The Lost Generation of Jazz 
East Winds Quintet: with guest artist Eugene Albulescu, piano 
Lori Sims, piano (Weinstock Artist): Barber and Schumann 
Spring Break 
LU Choral Arts: l Have Had Singing - The Best of LU Choral Arts 
LU Philharmonic Orchestra, Samuel Wong, guest conductor: Music from England 
Senior Recital: Elizabeth Luber, soprano 
Junior Recitals 
LU Jazz Ensemble, Jazz Band, Jazz Combo 
LU Fusion Fest: An Evening of Yiddish Theatre with Bruce Adler 
I 8 - 21 at 12 pm Noon Recitals: Solo performers and chamber groups 
24 at 3 pm LU Symphonic Band 
30 at 8 pm LU Choral Arts and Princeton Singers: Bach: The Passion According to St. Mal/hew 
semi-staged with Baroque orchestra 
May 
I al 3 pm 
2 at 8 pm 
LU Wind Ensemble: On Her Majesty s Service 
LUVME: Works for orchestra by student composers 
